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ABSTRACT

A nonlinear SCR circuit model made up of 6 lumped circuit elements (3 nonlinear

capacitors and 3 nonlinear voltage-controlled current sources) is presented. The

model can be used for simulating arbitrary SCR circuits under all operating conditions,

In particular, it is capable of predicting all important dynamic effects such as

turn-on and turn-off transients, dV/dt triggering, and the minimum commutation

time phenomenon. Computer simulation results show that the model will correctly

simulate all well-known triggering modes and turn-off mechanisms.

The model is based entirely upon the device's physical operating principles.

Each element in the circuit model corresponds to an actual current component. In

particular, carrier currents due to both diffusion and generation-recombination are

included, in addition to the usual displacement current components across the 3

depletion layers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of their high standard of reliability and performances, the silicon-

controlled rectifiers (SCR) have been widely accepted in power-related circuit

applications in industrial and military systems [1]. The design flexibilities

provided by these devices have led to their applications in a broad range of

operations. Indeed, the SCR is without any doubt the workhorse of modern power

electronic circuits. Currently available SCR's are limited in their voltage and

current ratings to about 3000 volts and 1800 amperes, respectively. However,

laboratory models from such SCR manufacturers as General Electric, International

Rectifier, Westinghouse, and RCA have pushed these limits to at least 5000 volts

and 2000 amperes, while still maintaining fast switching time and high power

efficiency.

Inspite of the widespread application of the SCR, circuits containing this

device are usually designed by ad hoc methods. Failures are often avoided through

wasteful over-design. For example, it is not unusual for power electronic circuit

manufacturers to use a 100-watt SCR when 10 watts would suffice. This over-design

was made because no realistic SCR circuit models are currently available for

simulating the SCR circuits under continuous large-signal — hence nonlinear —

operations.

Various SCR circuit models have been proposed in the literature [2-10]. These

include the standard "two-transistor model," various digital models, and various

piecewise-linear models. Unfortunately these models represent only gross approxi

mations of the device's characteristics and fail to correctly predict the many

important dynamic nonlinear effects which are crucial in any high-power transient

simulation analysis. The reason why these models are unrealistic is because, except

for the two-transistor model, they are derived from an intuitive "black box" approach

with very little physical justifications. Our objective in this paper is to present

a nonlinear lumped circuit model of the SCR which is derived entirely from device

physics. Our approach is somewhat reminiscent of that which gives rise to the classic

Ebers-Moll model for transistors [11].

Since the physical approach used in deriving our model include both diffusion

and displacement current components, as well as components due to carrier generations

and recombinations, our SCR circuit model is valid for both dc and dynamic operations

and is independent of the external circuits. In other words, once the model

parameters are identified for a given device, the circuit model is fixed, once and

for all, and is valid under any mode of operation in any circuit environment.
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Moreover, since each element in our model corresponds to an actual physical

mechanism, much insights can be obtained by relating these mechanisms to the

external circuit behavior.

Section II gives the basic circuit model along with the defining equations.

Several equivalent circuit models are also given to allow their incorporation into

circuit simulation programs which do not allow nonlinear controlled sources [9].

Section III contains many computer simulation examples using our model. These

examples confirm our model's capability in simulating not only the nonlinear dc

effects correctly, but also the various complicated dynamic nonlinear behaviors

which are widely observed during triggering and other transient situations.

Finally, Section IV contains a physical derivation of our model, thereby

providing a justification for its validity.

II. THE SCR CIRCUIT MODEL

The silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) is a 3-terminal device made up of a

p-n-p-n structure as shown in Fig. 1(a) along with its symbol in Fig. 1(b). The

lumped circuit model for this device which will be derived and evaluated in the

following sections is shown in Fig. 1(c). The model contains 6 elements; namely,

3 nonlinear capacitors and 3 nonlinear voltage-controlled current sources. The

incremental capacitances describing the capacitors and the functions describing the

controlled sources are completely specified by the following equations:

Nonlinear Capacitors -

~™i" IsiiTj VvtVV=WV + vj eJ • j = 1,2,3 (1)

Nonlinear Voltage Controlled Current Sources

v^v -[^i>^u+\iVl'\ b21

2/VT n
e -1 (2)

fB(v1,v2,v3) =̂P1^"1] -[^l^ +(1+Y2>ISJf2^1-1
-sP'M*-J^]

vw --sP'"*-1] *["♦vx,*\ FVl-'] + Isb2.

rev3/2vT
3L

-1 (A)
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These equations are completely specified by the following 22 model parameters:

1. Physical parameters

ij>0 = junction contact potential (typically, 0.5 < i|/Q < 1.2 V)

VT = kT/q (k = Boltzmann constant, q = electron charge, T = junction absolute
temperature).

2. DC parameters

I„ , IQ , I , I , I , I (ideal saturation current component;
bll b12 b13 S14 S15 S16

typically, 10~16A <I <10"10A)
Slj

IQ , I- , I (nonlinear saturation current components; typically,
b21 b22 b23

10~13A <Ic <10"7A).
S2j

Y-,, Yo (recombination factor for current components; typically 0.001 < y, < 1).

3. AC parameters

^01' ^02' ^m (Juncti°n capacitance coefficient; typically, 0.5 pf < C < 4 pf),

m,, m^, m~ (junction grading coefficients; typically, 0.3 < m. < 0.7).

t_, t«, x„ (minority carrier lifetimes; typically, 0.1 ns < x. < 20 ns).

The two physical parameters i^ and V_ depend only on the device material

and temperature and can be easily calculated from published data. The remaining

parameters (11 DC and 9 AC parameters) must be determined by measurement and computer

optimization techniques.

The circuit model shown in Fig. 1(c) contains 3 nonlinear controlled current

sources which depend on two or three controlling voltages. While it would be

highly desirable and quite easy to modify many existing computer simulation programs

to allow these elements, it is also possible to use these programs directly by

replacing the controlled sources in Fig. 1(c) by equivalent circuits via the

transformation techniques described in [9]. In particular, the circuit model shown

in Fig. 2 is equivalent to that of Fig. 1(c), provided the nonlinear resistors and

the linear controlled sources are described as follow:
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Nonlinear Resistors

rvvT i
1 X Sll b15

rvi/2vT "i a

fv /V "I A
R2: *2 =h£ -1]' h =(1+Y1)IS12 +(1+Y2)IS14

R2= ±2"I2['V2TT-y.I24l822
Pv3/vt 1 aV 43 - ^t _1J' X3 =(1+Y2)IS13 +\6
Tv /2V

«3! S-^t ^J j t>23

Linear Current-Controlled Current Sources

Coefficient for the first controlled source:

i s12 I

coefficients for the second controlled source:

k2 "hjh' k3 "\3'h
coefficient for the third controlled source

k4SlS 7I24 b14 l

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

By substituting (5)-(13) into the KCL equations for Fig. 2 and comparing them with

the corresponding KCL equations for Fig. 1(c), we found they are identical and

hence the two models are equivalent. Observe that all 6 nonlinear resistors are

characterized by an equation similar to that of a pn-junction diode. The 3 nonlinear

capacitors are defined by (1) as in Fig. 1(c). Notice that the "thermal voltage"

VT is multiplied by 2 in (6), (8), and (10). We will see in Section IV that each

element in this model corresponds to a physically generated current component in

the device.

If necessary, the second controlled source can be further decomposed into two
controlled sources in parallel with each other.
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From the circuit and system theoretic point of view, the SCR circuit model

in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 2 represents a current-controlled R-dynamic 2-port [12]
characterized as follow:

State Equations:

dvl IA"fA(vl'v2) A
'dt Cl(vx) =fl(vl'v2'v3;IA'V (14)

dv2 _ W'l'VV Ar , T T,
dt C2(v2) =f2(vl'v2'v3;IA'V (15)

dv3 _ VW7:-^ A , , . . .
dt C3(v3) =f3(vrv2'v3;IA'V (16)

Output Equation:

VAC =Vl + v2 + V3 " MWV (17a)

VG =V3 = g2(vl'v2>V3} (17b)

From the computer simulation point of view, one could just as well input the

preceding equations instead of the circuit model provided the simulation program is

sufficiently general to allow the user to describe the device directly in terms of

a dynamical system, such as (14)-(17). This approach would be computationally

more efficient because it obviates the need for the computer to derive the KVL

and KCL equations associated with the circuit model.

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION EXAMPLES

Many examples have been simulated using our SCR circuit model under different

circuit configurations and excitations. The following examples are particularly

illuminating because they demonstrate the capabilities of our model in correctly

predicting the many nonlinear dc and transient phenomena widely observed in practice.

Example 1. DC Anode V-I Characteristics

The static characteristics of the SCR are simulated using the circuit shown

in Fig. 3(a) for 3 different values of gate currents. The 3 dc V-I curves shown

in Fig. 3(b) are obtained with In = 0, 0.1, and 0.5 mA, respectively. The DC

parameters chosen for this example are as follow:

IS16 =1x10""1:LA
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t -i =1 = 1x 10"7A
S21 b22 b23

Yx = Y2 = 0.01

The AC parameters are of course irrelevant in this example. The results shown in
Fig. 3(b) agree remarkably well with the typical manufacturer's characteristics of
the SCR. Observe that the "holding current" [2] decreases from 5 to 3 mA as we

increase the gate current from 0 to 0.5 mA. Observe also that the "peak turnover

voltage"decreases from 1000 volts to 240 volts as we increase IG from 0 to 0.5 mA.

Example 2. Gate VQ-IG Characteristics
The gate characteristics of the SCR are simulated using the circuit shown in

Fig. 4(a), where the SCR is biased by a fixed 20-volt battery in series with a

100 fi resistance. A slowly-varying triangular gate voltage waveform VQ(t) as shown
in Fig. 4(b) is then applied and the resulting gate current Ig(t) obtained by the
computer using our SCR circuit model is shown in Fig. 4(c). The model parameters

chosen for this example are:

1. Physical parameters

ty = 1, V = 26 mV at 27°C.

2. DC parameters

-14
I =1 =1 =IQ =IQ =Iq =1x10 A
Sll S12 S13 S14 S15 16

I_ = I_ = I_ = 5 x 10"12A
b21 b22 b23

Y;L = Y2 = 0.01

3. AC parameters

C01 = * pF' C02 = X pF' C03 = 2pF

m = in = m«j = 0.5

t = 1 ns, t. = 10 ns, t. = 1 ns

The waveforms shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c) can be explained physically as follow:

Between points (1) and ®, the gate voltage is insufficient to turn on the device,

and the SCR is operating in its forward blocking state. At point ©, the
threshold gate voltage V_ is reached, and the SCR turns on. Between points © and

V3

©, the SCR remains in its "on-state" inspite of a decrease of VQ below its original
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threshold voltage. At point ©, the negative threshold voltage is reached and

the SCR is turned off, and remains off until the cycle is repeated.

If we plot the relationship between Vp(t) and Ip(t) corresponding to the

waveforms in Figs. 4(b) and (c), we would obtain the "Lissajous figure" shown in

Fig. 4(d). Observe that this V.-I- characteristics is not a single-valued function.

This well-known "multivalued" phenomenon [2] clearly distinguishes the SCR from

the transistor in that the latter is basically "memoryless" at low frequencies,

whereas the SCR exhibits important dynamic effects even at dc when the critical

turn-on or turn-off point is reached. Since this transient behavior occurs whenever

the SCR is being triggered on or off, any reasonable circuit model of the SCR must

display this behavior.

Example 3. Anode Turn-on and Turn-Off Transients

Our next example simulates the anode voltage and current waveforms under various

triggering mechanisms. The circuit simulated is shown in Fig. 5(a) where the anode

voltage waveform V(t) shown in Fig. 5(b) and the gate triggering current waveform

In(t) shown in Fig. 5(c) are applied simultaneously. The resulting computer
G

simulated waveform for the anode current I(t) is shown in Fig. 5(d), where the same

model parameters chosen in Example 2 are used. The waveforms V(t) and IG(t) have

been carefully chosen here in order to demonstrate the various mechanisms by which

an SCR may be turned on-or off. The various instants of time of particular interest

are labelled in Figs. 5(b), (c), and (d). During the time interval between ® and
®, the anode voltage V(t), though increasing with time, is too small (V is less

than threshold) and too slow (dV/dt is less than critical rate) to turn on the

device so that the SCR is operating in its "forward blocking state," where the

anode current I(t) « 0. At point © where V = 1000 Volts (note the break in the

waveform indicating a change of scale), the triggering anode threshold voltage is

reached and the device turns on with a large anode current I(t) flowing between

points © and © , and the SCR is operating in its forward conducting state. AT

point ©, where V(t) reaches a peak value of 1200 Volts, the anode voltage decreases

monotonically at a slow rate until V(t) becomes zero at point @ and remains at
zero until point ®. The anode current I(t) decreases with V(t) from point © to
point © while the SCR remains in its forward conducting state (even though V(t)

has decreased below the original triggering threshold value at point ©). The
SCR turns off somewhere between points © and © where V(t) = 0, and remains in

its forward blocking state while we increase V(t) again from point © to © . At
point ©, V(t) is increased rapidly with dV/dt » 0 and the SCR turns on with an
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increasing anode current I(t), even though the magnitude (=100 Volts) of V(t)
is still far below the triggering threshold value at point ®. This clearly
demonstrates the dV/dt triggering mechanism widely reported in the literature

[1-2]. The SCR remains in it forward conducting state during the time interval
between points © and © even though V(t) is decreased rapidly (dV/dt « 0).
At point @, we apply a negative gate triggering current, thereby turning off
the device as indicated by an initial rise and subsequent decay to zero in the

anode current I(t). The SCR remains in its forward blocking state until point
® where a positive gate triggering current is applied, thereby turning on the
device as indicated by the sudden increase in I(t). Observe that even though the
anode voltage V(t) is decreased to zero from points ® to ®, the device remains
in its forward conducting state as demonstrated by the slight increase in the anode

current I(t) due to a corresponding slight increase in the anode voltage V(t) at
and beyond point ®. This phenomenon is usually referred to in the literature as

a "failure to turn off due to insufficient commutation time" [1-2].

This example demonstrates that our model is indeed capable of predicting the
various distinct physical mechanisms for turning an SCR on or off. It is important

to understand that all of the complicated transient behaviors depicted in Fig. 5

are due to nonlinear dynamic effects and could not have been properly predicted

by a dc model, or even a digital model under arbitrary loading conditions. Indeed,
any realistic SCR circuit model must be capable of mimicking these mechanisms

to be of any value in transient simulation.

Example 4. An SCR Circuit with an Inductive Load

The preceding examples involve only a resistor-battery external circuit. For

our last examples, consider the SCR series RL circuit shown in Fig. 6(a). The
series resistor R is included merely to sense the current through the SCR, and

is intentionally set nearly equal to zero in order to emphasize the loading effects
due to the inductor. The circuit is driven by a sinusoidal voltage waveform

v (t) as shown in Fig. 6(b) and a periodic gate triggering pulse train VG(t)
as shown in Fig. 6(c). Using the same model parameters as those of Example 2,
we obtained the computer-simulated output current waveform I(t) in Fig. 6(d).

Again, the phase relationship and the output waveshape of I(t) agree remarkably •
well with well-known published results.

IV. DERIVATION OF THE SCR CIRCUIT MODEL

Although the examples in Section III all tend to support the accuracy of our
model, it remains for us to give the detailed derivations of this model in terms of

device physics.
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Consider the one-dimensional pnpn SCR structure shown in Fig. 7(a) along with

a typical doping concentration as shown in Fig. 7(b). If we apply a forward-biased

voltage V._ across the device, the mobile carriers will be depleted from the
AC*

junctions, leaving the depletion layers as shown in Fig. 7(c). Now the anode current

I. is composed of a displacement current I., and a carrier current I. made up of

hole and electron currents injected from junction 1; namely,

1=1 +1 =1 +1 +1 (18)LA LAd Ac Ad Ah xAe

where I ,and I. denote the hole and electron currents, respectively in the P1

region. Similarly, the cathode current I is composed of a displacement current

I , and a carrier current I„ made up of hole and electrons injection from junction 3:
Cd Cc

1CmlCA + 1CcmlCA + 1Q,+ 1^ (19)
where I , and I„ denote the hole and electron currents, respectively in the N region.

Ch Ce *-
Finally, at junction 2, we have

Total cross-section current = 1^ = Ifid + Ific (2°)

where I and I_ denote the displacement and carrier currents crossing junction 2,
Bd Be

respectively. Now, applying KCL across the cut set formed by the 3 external terminals,

we obtain

1=1+1 <21>

where In is the gate current. Observe now that (18), (19), (20), and (21) are
G

satisfied precisely by the circuit model shown in Fig. 1(c). Hence, we only need to
show that each of the current components in (18)-(21) is governed by the equations

defining the elements in the model.

The 3 displacement currents 1^, IBd, and Icd are governed by well-known laws
between the charge and voltage across each depletion layer and can be modeled by
3 nonlinear junction capacitors whose incremental capacitances C^v^, C2(v2), and
C3(v3) are precisely those defined by (1). The carrier currents IAc, IRc, and ICc
are made up of a diffusion current component and a generation-recombination current

component in the depletion region. These components are shown symbolically in
Fig. 8, where the solid lines indicate the component current flow due to holes, and
the dotted lines indicate the component current flow due to electrons. These

components are defined below along with its relationship in terms of the junction
voltages as derived in the Appendix:
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2
A. Diffusion current components:

*d.
rvvT "i= 1 e -1 = holes injected from J1 into N., and which diffused across N,

1 SllL J

fV2/VT 1I, =1 e -1 = holes injected from J« into N- and which diffused across ^
2 12L J

fV3/VT 1I, = I„ e -1 = electrons injected from JQ into P0 and which diffused across P0.
d3 S13L J 3 2 2

TV2/VT 1I, = I e -1 = electrons injected from J0 into P0 and which diffused across P0.
d4 S14L J 2 2 L

fVl/VT 1I, =I_ e -1 = electrons injected from J, into P., and which diffused across P,.
d5 S15L J 1 1 ±

fV3/VT 1I, =I_ e -1 = holes injected from J^ into N« and which diffused across N2.
6 16L J

The parameters Ic , Ic , IQ , I„ , Ic , and I are constants which depend on
bll b12 b13 b14 b15 b16

the intrinsic parameters of the device.

3
B. Recombination current components outside the depletion region:

I = y-I, = fraction of holes injected from J, which recombines with electrons in N..
ro- '1 d- J 1 1

I = Yilj = fraction of holes injected from J0 which recombines with electrons in N...
ro« J- d« L J-

I = YoIj = fraction of electrons injected from J0 which recombines with holes in P0ro3 2 d3 3 2

I = Y^Ij = fraction of electrons injected from J„ which recombines with holes in P„,
ro. '2 d. J 2 2

4 4

The parameters Yi and Yo are tne minority carrier recombination coefficients in N.. and

P2, respectively.

2
The double subscript d." in I, denotes the Diffusion current component in N. or P.

3
The triple subscripts "ro." in I denotes the Recombination current component

Outside the depletion region ^_.
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C. Recombination Current Components inside the Depletion Region:
rv1/2vT -
e -1Xri = hrll b21

= current component due to holes which recombine with electrons

in J,.

nv /2V
v2' T

eXri = hrl2 b22
-1 = current component due to holes which recombine with electrons

in J2.

Xri = hrl3 b23

v3/2VT
e -1 = current component due to electrons which recombine with

holes in J„.

The parameters IQ , 1„ , and I- are constants which depend on the intrinsic
S21 S22 S23

parameters of the device. It is important to note that unlike the expressions

defining the current component I, , the above expressions have a factor "2" multiplying

the thermal voltage V . Roughly speaking, the factor 2 comes from the fact that

while the region outside of the depletion layer contains only majority carriers, the

region inside the depletion layer contains both majority and minority carriers in

nearly equal numbers.

Referring now to Fig. 8, we obtain immediately,

* I

Ah

hole current injected through
Junction 1 into N^ and which
diffused across N.. and

collection at Junction 2

hole current which recombined I
with electrons in Junction )

= I, + I + I . - I,

dl rol ril d2

= I,

11

~VVT 1eL -1 + Y^ VVT ,
e -1

ir~

+ I.

21

hole current injected through
Junction 1 into N, and which >

recombined with electrons in

N,

r

hole current injected through
J junction 2 into N, and which \
^ diffused across N- and collected (
at Junction 1

v2/2VT
e -1

12

v /V
r t t

e -1 (22)

The triple subscript, "rij" in Iri denotes the Recombination current component
j

Inside the depletion region j_.
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electron current

I = / injected through Junction

[into P1 •j-vsI'-N
hole current injected] j jelectron current I

ion 2 }+ICUrrent Senerated> +<injected from >
J 1in Junctlon 2 J (^Junction 2into N^

from Junction

into Prt

,Id1 "\ ~ Xro2 "\i2H «J,ft-I'."I-."S

•'4. "% "'„, *V, "\ "',1, -S

?y
[electron current injected

through Junction 3 into

/P„ and which diffused ) + \?7 and which recombined
across P« and collected

at Junction 2
V5

(electron current which

recombine with

holes in Junction 3

Ij + 1 + I ^ - Ij
d3 r°3 ri3 d4

-/

[e^-l] + t TV'* ,= I.

'13

-ij +I, v3/VT
e -1

'12 13

"Vs
14

r ^

hole current injected

through Junction 3 into

with holes in P,

\. J

electron current injected through

- J Junction 2 into P2 and which diffused
across P« and collected at J~

+ I.

23

"V3/2VT 1 fV2/vT
-1

-13-
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JCh =

hole current

/ injected from

IJunction 3 into N«

v3/VT '
e ° .-1

Finally, if we substitute (22)-(23) into (18), (24) into (20), and (25)-(26)

into (19), we would obtain the element characteristics specified in (l)-(4).
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APPENDIX: Derivation of Carrier Current Components

The derivations in this Appendix follow standard techniques [2,13] and are

given here only for the reader*s convenience.

1. Diffusion current components:

Consider the typical minority carrier concentration profile shown in Fig. A.l,

where we have assumed the width of the depletion layers to be negligible. Assuming

the electric field outside the depletion region is also negligible, the conducting

electron current in p, is given by the diffusion equation

dn

I = Aq D ,
n n n dx
P

(A.l)

where A is the area of the device, q is the electron charge, D is the electron
n

diffusion coefficient, and n is the electron concentration as a function of x, where

x = 0 is located at the right boundary of the P- layer. Substituting (A.l) into the

continuity equation, we obtain

;2
d n

dx

n -n

P P
£ - o

D x
n n

n -n

P P.

n

(A.2)

where Lq = /Dn*rn is the electron diffusion length, and t is the minority carrier life
time in the P^^ region. The general solution of (A.l) is:

x/L

np(x) "np =kle
n

-x/L
+ k2e

Applying the boundary conditions

ni VVTx=0, n(0) =np (0) =^ e1 T
1 Pl

x = w , n (w )
Pi P P/

n

n,

'01
N

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

where n^ is the intrinsic electron concentration and N^ is the impurity concentration
in the P- layer, we obtain the solution

I /x-W
2

Pi

n (x) - n
'01

n,

N

sinh

n N (A.6)

sinhl

n
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Now referring to the current component diagram in Fig. 8, we have:

_ Ielectron current injected

5 ifrom Junction 1 into P,

AqD n2
n i

N LP1 n
cothl

n

v /V
l' T »

e -1

dn

= qDn dx

= I.

'15

x=0

1 T t
e -1

Under the same assumption, the conducting hole current in N2 is given by the

diffusion equation

I = AqD ,Pn P dy

dp
n

(A.7)

(A.8)

where D is the hole diffusion coefficient, and p is the hole concentration as a
p n

function of y, where y = 0 is located at the left boundary of the N2 layer. Substituting

(A.8) into the continuity equation

,2 p -p p -p
dp n rn cn rn

n o o

dy
D T
P P

(A.9)

where L = /D t is the electron diffusion length, and x is the minority carrier life
P P P P

time in the N« region. The general solution of (A.8) is:

y/L -y/L
p (y) - p = K,e p + K9e y
rn n 1 2

o

Applying the boundary conditions

n. v3/V
y=0 : pn(0) =pn (0) =pi- e

2 n„

y = w :p(w )=p
y n2 n n2 n

n,

02 Pn,

where P is the impurity concentration in the N9 layer, we obtain the solution
n2 " "

n,

Pn(y) " Pn = P~n n02 V

sinh

sinhl

r-w
n.

e -1

n.

P ' J
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(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)



Referring to the current component diagram in Fig. 8, we have:

^electron current injected^ dp
"dfi 1from Junction 3 into N* J qp dy |y=0

•^-^M-J.^]
Let us solve next for the diffusion equation

dV P -p
rn rn

(A.14)

j t2 D x
dx p p

in the N., layer, where D is the hole diffusion coefficient, and x is the minority

carrier life time in the N- region. Note that the space variable xf in Fig. A.l

is now measured from the left boundary at Junction 1. The solution to (A.14) with

the boundary conditions

ni V1/VTxf =0, pn(0) =^- eL L (A.15)
n.

, , "I V2/VT
1 1 n-

is given by

p (x) - p
rn rn

e -1 - sinhi—II e

(A.16)

/xl\fv2/VT
\L

-1 (A.17)

Now the hole current at x' =0 can be obtained by solving the diffusion equation and

using (A.17):

= -AqD
x'=0

dp_
p dx*

2

x'=0

/V,AqVi .. nifvi
=nj coth — e

P n, p L.

hole current injected

from Junction 1 into N

AqD n
P_i

n. VVT .
e -1

-17-

cschl

hole current injected from Junction 2|

into N, and which diffused across

N-. and collected at Junction 1



hole current injected
- I

from Junction 1 into N..J 2

where

i a i
d2 S12

"vvt :
e -1

AqD n
/w \ /-

AqVi . / ni

p ni

V2/VT .
e -1

substituting (A.17) into the diffusion equation at x*

I

w . We obtain,

ni

="AqD &r
Px'=w P dx

nl
X =w

AqD n
O

L N
P n.

cschl

AqD n
2JL coth!

L N
p n,

AqD n
P_i= I

dn L N
1 P n.

= I

cothl

e -1

"v2/vt ;
e -1

/w v2/VT
-1

where

(hole current injected from

1 ^Junction 2 into N.. ^

2 /w
v /V "
r t -

e -1

AqlM^ , _jn, "VVT .
e -1

Now

Xd =ISdl Sll L N
p n,

cschl

(current due to holes injected from Junction 1

into N-, and which recombined with
1

electrons

Jholes injectedfrom
|Junction 1 into N..

holes injectedfrom Junction 1

- /into N1 and which diffused across
N, and collected at Junction 2

-18-

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)



pnxx«

|Pn1\p

{AqDn2/V\

Pn^\p/

=aj^j-l]X^
Comparing(A.22)with(A.21),weobtain

Letussolvenextthediffusionequation

,2n-n
dnpp

p_rro
,,2"Dt dy1nn

•VS/
AqDn^/"n.,

Pnx

'W
v-/V,

rt-x-1/1

(A.22)

(A.23)

(A.24)

intheP2layer,wherethevariabley1inFig.A.lismeasuredfromtherightboundary

atP„.Thesolutionto(A.24)withtheboundaryconditions

niVVT y»=0:np(0)=^-e3T

,>"iV2/VT y1=w:n(w)=-—e
P2PP2PPo

isgivenby

np(y')-np
n.

'W

cschLfe)M-sinhlzl
n;

V2/VT, e-1

(A.25)

(A.26)

(A.27)

Nowtheholecurrentiny'=0canbeobtainedbysolvingthediffusionequationand

using(A.26):

n-AqDf*r
y»=0nd*y'=0

-19-



2
AqD n.

&*^-S?-®M
r ^

electron current injected

from Junction 3 into P„

r
electron current injected

-\

"

from Junction 2 into P2 and which

diffused across P2 and collected

at Junction 3

where

V^ J

Jelectron current injected I
•<f . . .. . . >-v

from Junction 3 into P,

"v2/VT "
e -1

AqVi / -2

^

Id4 " S14 L P
n P, n

"v /V37 T t
e -1

Substituting (A.28) into the diffusion equation at x* = w , we obtain,

n

» t> dn
= AqD TT

t n dy'
y-w x =w

* ^ 2AqD n.
n n i

L P
n P0

/w \ i-

= I

cschl

* ^ 2AqD n.
n n i

3 n p

cothl

v /V
e J -1 TTT- C0tl\0n p„ \ n/

n

~v /V27 T t
e -1

= I
Ielectron current inj ected fronr

3 |Junction 2 into p2

where

e -1
A *«V± A P2

cschl e -1

Now

d3 S13 L P
n p, n

current due to electrons injected from

I k Y i =/Junction 3 into P0 and which recombined)
ro2 3 1

with electrons
J

-20-

"v /V ^V T n
e -1

(A.28)

(A.29)

(A.30)



Ielectrons injected from
\3 into P2

^.

n p_ \ n / *-

AqD n . v

trMtli
n P„

£H= cost

" v /V
3 Te J -1

[ electrons injected from Junction 3
/ into P« and which diffused across

P„ and collected at Junction 2

AqD

L
n p0 \ n

"v /V
V T

e •* -1

Comparing (A.30) with (A.29), we obtain

Y2 - cosn^)-l]
2. Generation and Recombination current components in the depletion region

It can be shown that the carrier generation rate is given by [2]

(A.31)

A.32)

U = ovthNt

2pn-n±

n4?+2n,
(A.33)

where a is the carrier capture cross section, v . is the carrier thermal velocity, and

N is the trap density. Assuming the hole and electron concentrations are equal in

the depletion layer,^_(A.33) _becomes

*v.tA. f VJ2V.,
(A.34)U = ovthN

rer, v^.jj; d<

~4VV--.] ovthNt VF/2VT ,
e -1

wherev is the forward voltage across the depletion layer. It follows from (A.34)
F

that the generation-recombination current in the depeletion layer is given by

w

I = qA 1 Udx =
qAwdovthNt vT,/2Vf„

F T ,
e -1

where A is the cross section area and w, is the width of the depletion layer.

Applying (A.33) to Junctions 1, 2, and 3, respectively, we obtain

-21-

(A.35)



1 .1 = lo
ril S21

Xri = ZSrl2 S22

I . = Icn3 b23

-22-

(A.36)

(A.37)

(A.38)
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LIST OF FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. (a) A pnpn 4-layer semiconductor device

(b) Symbol of an SCR

(c) A lumped SCR circuit model

Fig. 2. An equivalent SCR circuit model containing only conventional circuit

elements (nonlinear capacitors, nonlinear resistors, and linear current-

controlled current sources)

Fig. 3. (a) Circuit for simulating the dc SCR anode current I versus the anode-to

cathode voltage V, for different values of the gate current IQ-
(b) The dc characteristic curves corresponding to IQ = 0, 0.1, and 0.5

mA

Fig. 4. (a) Abiased SCR circuit whose VG~IG characteristics are being measured
(b) The applied gate voltage waveform VQ(t)
(c) The corresponding computed simulated gate current waveform IG(t)
(d) The multivalued VG~IG relationship corresponding to VG(t) and IQ(t)

Fig. 5. (a) An SCR circuit for simulating various triggering mechanisms
(b) The applied anode voltage waveform V(t)

(c) The applied gate current waveform Ig(t)
(d) The computer-simulated anode current waveform I(t)

Fig. 6. (a) A series RL SCR circuit

(b) The input waveform v (t)

(c) The triggering pulse train V(t)
G

(d) The computer-simulated current I(t)

Fig. 7. (a) Apnpn structure having widths wp wn wp and wr respectively.
(b) Typical doping profile

(c) Depleted charge layers under forwared biased condition
Fig. 8. A symbolic representation of diffusion and recombination current compo

nents inside and outside of the depletion regions. Light solid lines

depict the flow of holes and dotted lines depict the flow of electrons.
Each pair of arrowheads approaching each other denotes a recombined current

component.

Fig. A.l Minority carrier concentration profile in the pnpn structure.
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